List Of Authorized Distributors (Small Tools only)

M/s. ASHWIN KUMAR & CO.
C-42, Mittal Tower, Nariman Point, Mumbai-400021
PH: (91-22)-22831546/22853986, FAX: 22853985
EMAIL: ashwinkumar.co@gmail.com
ATTN: Mr. Ashwin J Shah

M/s. BOMBAY TOOLS SUPPLYING AGENCY
802 Marathon Icon, Marathon Next Gen Complex, Off Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai-400013
PH: (91-22) 61481800/61481814, FAX: 61481888
EMAIL: info@bombaytools.com
ATTN: Mr. Bharat Shah

M/s. BOMBAY TOOLS SUPPLYING AGENCY PVT. LTD.
No 16/1 (Old No: 12), Fathima Enclave, 2nd Floor, 2nd Cross, S.G. Narayan Layout, BANGALORE - 560027
PH: 080-22237652/22237653, FAX: 080-22237651
EMAIL: bangalore@bombaytools.com
ATTN: Mr. Jay H Shah

M/s. HARESH MACHINE TOOLS CO.
Madraswala Mansion, 2nd Floor, 83, Narayan Dhuru Street, Mumbai-400003
PH: (91-22)-23445663/23412251, FAX: 23423015
EMAIL: hareshparekh2009@gmail.com
ATTN: Mr. H.K. Parekh

M/s. HEMANT TOOLS PVT. LTD.
B/2, 909, Marathon Innova, G.B. Kadam Marg, Nr. Peninsula Park, Lower Parel, Mumbai-400013
PH: (91-22)-61533333
EMAIL: info@hemanttools.co.in
ATTN: Mr. Yatin Zaveri

M/s. HITECH TOOLS & INSTRUMENTS
22, Narayan Dhuru Cross Lane, 1st Floor, Mumbai-400003
PH: (91-22)-4022242/43, FAX: 23449809
EMAIL: hitechti2013@gmail.com
ATTN: Mr. D.V. Shah

M/s. MILHARD SALES (P) LTD.
4772, Hauz Qazi (Inside Ajmeri Gate), Delhi- 110006
PH: (91-11)-23215571/23214240/40115878/79649801
PH: 8800013139 FAX: 27410618
EMAIL: milhard@bol.net.in, sales@milhard.com
ATTN: Mr. Gurcharan Singh

M/s. NEW INDIA TOOLS CORPN.
145, Narayan Dhuru Street, 2nd Floor, Mumbai- 400003
PH: (91-22)-23117425/2327927, FAX: 23438140
EMAIL: jayesh@newindiatoools.com
ATTN: Mr. Jayesh M. Parekh

M/s. SHAH ENG. STORES CORPN.
67-8, Netaji Subhas Road, Room No: 14 & 60, Kolkata - 700 001
PH: (91-33)-22103103/22431377, FAX: 22431246
EMAIL: sesc@shahengg.com
ATTN: Mr. Mayur Kumar Shah

M/s. SHAH TOOLS & BEARING CO.
88/92, Nagdevi Cross Lane , 2nd Floor, Mumbai- 400003
PH: (91-22)-23423157, FAX: 23434820
EMAIL: himanshukshah@yahoo.com
ATTN: Mr. Harsh Shah

Please contact our Authorized Distributors only for Small Tools

Contact Mitutoyo India directly for Metrology Items

Gauge Blocks

Micrometers

Dial Test Indicators

Bore Gages

Height Gages

Dial Indicators

Calipers

Gauge Blocks

Branch Locations

CMMs

Calibration Equipments

Hardness Testers

Contour Measuring Systems

Roundness Testers

Roughness Testers

Vision Measuring Systems

Profile Projectors

Microscopes

Mitutoyo South Asia Pvt. Ltd.
C-122, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-I, New Delhi-110020, India
(T): (91) 11-26372090/40578485/86
Email: delhi@mitutoyoindia.com
Website: www.mitutoyoindia.com

Please contact our Authorized Distributors only for Small Tools